Let {mk) be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. S. Chowla (1965) conjectured that 7Ï min 2 cos 2-irmtxK-en1/'-,
os*<i*=i c>0 being an absolute constant. Let Ku K¡, ■ ■ ■ , Ks be the distinct integers m¡-mk, l^k<l^n; r¡, \<j^N, the number of pairs (k, 1) with \¿k<l^n and ml-mk=K¡; and r(n) = max r¡.
ig ígA'
Lower bounds for J¿ l2fc=i Cic4?a,r''*"*":| ííx, ck arbitrary complex numbers and JJ | 2¡t=i y*cos 2Tr(mkx+otk)\ dx, yk^0, a.k real, are obtained in terms of n, r(n) and the ck and yk respectively and it has been deduced that in case r(n) = ô, independent of n, then n j j min T cos 1irmkx <-n1!-. os»<i Á 2"2 (S + 1)»"
1. Introduction. Throughout the following {mk} stands for a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. Chowla [2] conjectured that for any sequence {mk} n (1.1) min 2 cos 2nmkx < -cn1/2, 0Sx<l k=x c>0 being an absolute constant. Uchiyama [4] proved that given any n distinct positive integers mx, m2, ■ ■ ■ ,mn there exists a subset m5i, mjz, ■ ■ ■, mjr of mx, m2, ■ ■ ■ , mn such that (1.2) min 2 cos 2^mJkx < -1-\ (~\ nm.
In [3] Kurtz and Shah proved that andy^/all hold (see [3] ).
The purpose of this paper is to prove (1.1) for much more general classes of sequences {mk}. Specifically, let N=N(n) be the number of distinct positive integers ml-mk, l^/c</^«, and let these distinct integers be denoted by Kx, K2, • -• , Ks. Also, let for l<íj<ÍN, r, be the number of pairs (k,l) such that \^k<l^n and ml-mk=Kj, and r(n) = max{rx, r2, ■ ■ ■ , rN}. We shall prove (see Corollary 2.4) that, if r(n) is independent of n, say r(n) -b, then (1.1) is true with c= (i)8/2(l/(f5-r-l)1/2). We shall denote the class of all sequences {mk} with r'(n) = ô by B6.
Let, for arbitrary complex sequence {ck}, Lower bounds for the mean modulus JJ |S"(x)| dx and J"J |F"(x)| ¿fa are obtained (Theorems 1 and 2) for arbitrary sequences {mk}. We note that our results contain the results of [3] for admissible sequences (see the remark following Corollary 2.4). For results of different type on the min Tn(x), we refer to Theorem 3 of [1] and Theorem 4 of [3].
Theorem 1. For any sequence {mk} ¡■1
Rl '2 \Sn(x)\ dx ^-n---, n = 1, 2, 3, • • •.
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [3] . We skip some of the details in the proof of Theorem 2 and the proof of Corollary 2.2, referring the reader to [3] . -lM*¿\* = iîrî) 0 + K«)) -îr4.
